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The night bus from Yaoundé, crammed with chickens, parcels and people, was a
familiar communte for Eric Tourneret. He had been an international photojournalist for 18
years, and vagaries of travel in the equatorial tropics came with the job. He was in the inland
capitol of Cameroon, a small country on the west coast of Africa, to photograph both honey
hunters and beekeepers of the Apis mellifera adansonii. His destination, N’Gaundal, was just a
few kilometers away. But he was not expecting that the short distance would take four bus rides
over unpaved roads and 20 hours, nor was he expecting the venture to nearly claim his life.

Photographer Eric Tourneret suspended in the tall forest of Cameroon to photograph the traditional honey hunt.

He arrived to join the honey hunt at the full moon in the tall forest – a spectacular and
dying tradition. Through a honey trader, he met up with a diverse group of farmer-beekeepers.
They reflected the history of the area, Adamawa Provence, where a dozen languages are
spoken: Three men, Ousseini, Issa Make, and Lassa Ali, are from the majority Fulani tribe -cattle herding Muslims whose ancient ancestors migrated south with their animals. The others,
Markus Marangara, Yako, and Sedako, are Christians from the indigenous Gbaya tribe, both
Catholic and Protestant – a reminder of the early British mission refuges from the slave trade.
Although honey hunting has been associated with the Gbaya, these men with strong separate
tribal identities and religions work together – most having returned to the bush from
unemployment and corruption in the cities.

The age-old practice of honey hunting in the highlands of Cameroon is dying out in favor of beekeeping.
Both the honey hunters and the beekeepers harvest from the small African honey bee, Apis mellifera
adansonii. Markus Marangara, a Christian farmer from the Gbaya tribe, works with Ousseini, a Muslim
cattle herder from the Fulani Tribe. Their traditional protective garb is also used in Gbaya coming of age
ceremonies.

Markus Marangara, 41, returned to make a living from the land seven years ago. He supports his family of
six with farm produce as well as honey from his hives, sold to a broker who takes it to the capitol.

Markus and Ousseini enjoy the reward from their dangerous climb. Both have returned to the countryside,
leaving the poverty of the cities, to support themselves. Beside honey hunting, Markus keeps 96 hives and
Ousseini keeps 32.

Tourneret had prepared for a year for this international odyssey. He had learned
spelunking (caving) to safely handle the ropes he would need to use for climbing. In preparation
for a 100 foot climb to the open comb, the hunters clothed themselves with protective covers
made of pulped bark (still used as costumes for initiation ceremonies of young men). But
Tourneret had to climb first, and higher, to a place from which he could photograph them. Hung
from that precarious perch, he captured images of a spectacular scene: men ascending on
rudimentary ropes, smoking the bees with their torches, and bringing down flat plates of comb.
The small native bees, A. m. adansonii, whose honey was hunted in the forest, are more
often kept in woven hives in the smaller trees of the savanna. There, the brush is controlled by
the Fulami with burning, to generate fresh grass for their cattle. Tourneret was about to discover
how incendiary that undergrowth is. He planned to record a typical nighttime honey harvest
from these farmed bees. He first had to deal with the local chief, who showed up to posture at
the center of every picture. The ensuing negotiation left him little time to catch up with the
beekeeper and prepare properly for the climb.
He fixed his ropes so hastily that neither his platform nor his veil was securely set.
Unlike the forest honey hunters, who cover themselves with thick fiber garments, the
beekeepers who keep bees in woven hives work the bees without protection. And so it was that
the young beekeeper Joseph Garba Kaigama disrobed so that the bees could not get between
clothing and skin. He climbed the low tree and began to smoke the hive with his torch.
Tourneret climbed up, too, but he found that the flickering light was not strong enough for a
good image -- even with torch-bearing helpers below. Suddenly, a spark fell and the vegetation
on the ground burst into flames. The scene was quickly illuminated for a series of extraordinary
photographs.

In the low growth savannah in Cameroon, basket hives are kept in trees by beekeepers. Tourneret came
across teenagers bringing a cart of woven bee hives to their village in Adamwa Provence. The same kind of
bees that the honey hunters harvest from occupy this kind of hive.

Joseph Garba Kaigama harvests honey from his woven hive. Educated to the age of 16 by European
Catholic sisters, he has returned to the bush to support his young wife and children. This photo was
illuminated by a fire from an accidental spark that started a chain of events that nearly cost the
photographer his life.

But the bees were roused. A dozen got into Tourneret’s poorly adjusted veil. His
platform slipped, and he fell, his safety rope checking his descent but leaving him dangling by
his feet over the fire. The bees stung his head and face. Everyone ran from the scene. At last
one man returned to rescue him, the bees still stinging.
Honey has been a valued commodity in Cameroon for ages, and now a growing number
of local groups have found it a viable means of support. Tourneret’s guide, Nana Saidou, buys
honey in the bush and brings it to the capital. Of the beekeepers Tourneret photographed, the
cattle herding Fulanis each keep about two dozen hives. The Gbayas in the group, more often
farmers, each keep about 100. For example, Markus Marangara, who is 41, subsists with his
wife and four children on farm produce -- corn, banana, cassava -- and honey from his 96 hives,
which he sells to Saidou. He harvests around 800 pounds per year. Among numerous
co-operative organizations, Beekeeping, Development and Conservation (BDC) trains
beekeepers and in turn buys their honey and markets it, generating an average of $60,000 in
yearly sales. Typically the honey is sold by the liter for about $1.25. BDC also has a program
for reclaiming denuded forest by planting trees for bee forage.

Kaigama pulls the honey from his tree hive, leaving the brood comb so he can harvest again. He farms
the small African honey bee, Apis mellifera adansonii.

In relating his trip to Cameroon, Tourneret, who spent his then-mandatory military
service in Africa, saw a common thread among these beekeepers of such contrasting religion
and ethnicity. They each have found refuge from the poverty of cities by returning to the land.
Beekeeping has become central to their livelihood.

